The end-to-end workforce management application
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Construction

Dispatch new job
assignments quickly

Clock in and out on
mobile devices

Field Services

Decrease fuel expenses

Public Services

Manage time and
attendance

Get email reports of
mobile-employee activities

Calculate labor cost
using ﬁeld data

Reduce expenses by using
less paper

Monitor crew locations

Automate workforce
activities, such as
time-clock reports

Receive safe-driving
alerts

Government
& Education

Keep track of asset
locations
Collect ﬁeld data to send
back to oﬃce

Manufacturing

Improve payroll accuracy
and automation

Maintain accurate
inventory records

Healthcare

Use integrated EPTT to
stay in contact with staﬀ

Orchestrate eﬃcient
patient medical
transportation

Staﬀ eﬃciently using
PTO tracking

Track students’ bus
locations

Update customers with
caregiver locations

Prioritize orders based
on urgency

Promote safety for home
care providers with near
real-time monitoring

MANAGEMENT

MADE EASY

Beneﬁt from a suite of practical tools that increases
eﬃciency and connects you with workers and assets like
never before. These robust features combine to form a single
solution designed to help your business become a modern,
productive workforce, no matter the industry.

Build and
generate forms
that are easy
to deploy

GPS tracking
gives a clear view
of employees’
locations
Streamline daily
tasks and improve
customer service

Employees
can clock in and
out from the ﬁeld

Conduct group
or individual
calls within the
application, with
the addition
of EPTT

Reimagine
remote monitoring
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Communicate
without delay
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Preconﬁgure group calls of
up to 250 AT&T EPTT users,
so your urgent messages
are relayed faster.

AT
&T

Redeﬁne group
communication
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Dispatch
with ease
Send new job assignments to
technicians direct from the
worker tracking screen.

Break into an active individual or
group call to relay any pressing
messages instantly.

Increase productivity

Revenue generation

Immediate access to timesheets,
orders, and forms
Enhanced communication with
integrated EPTT

Know exactly where staﬀ is
with individual location
sharing, group tracking,
and supervisory
geofencing.

Service customers eﬃciently with
proximity-based job dispatching

YOUR

WORKFORCE

Simplify tasks so you can take
on more work

MADE EASY

Expense reduction
Fewer errors due to
illegible forms

Security/safety

Use alerts to monitor
asset movement

www.att.com/workforcemanager

*AT&T Enhanced Push-to-Talk is a standalone service that requires an additional subscription and fee.
See www.att.com/eptt for details.

